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Abstract. Rational omega-tree languages are defined by extending the notion of rational (or 
regular) expressions for languages, and their properties are investigated. They are characterized 
by means of greatest fixed-points of certain functions, and are shown to be precisely the omega-tree 
languages recognized by Rabin's 'special automata'. A simple normal form for rational omega-tree 
languages i also presented. 
Introduction 
It is well known that the regular (or rational) languages can be characterized by 
means of the least fixed-points of right-linear functions; that is, the class of regular 
languages is equal to the class of components of the least solutions of equation 
systems of the form 
n 
X,=ULr~uL ,  ( i=1 ,2 , . . . ,  n) 
j=l  
where L o and Li are given finite languages and Xi are unknown languages. 
Park [7] has studied the same equation systems in a different domain, i.e., in the 
domain of infinitary languages, and characterized the class of regular infinitary 
languages as the class of components of the 'max-min' solutions of such equation 
systems. 
This paper can be considered as a continuation of his work. First we note that 
his result can be reformulated as follows; the class of regular infinitary languages 
is equal to the class of components of the greatest solutions of equation systems of 
the same form as above, but with regular languages Lo and L,  and unknown 
infinitary languages X~. 
We prove a similar statement about omega languages in a way which is extensible 
to a class of recognizable sets of omega-trees. The class we are concerned about is 
not the one best-known in literature in connection with the monadic second-order 
theory of two successors (e.g., [8, 10]), but a subclass of it consisting of omega-tree 
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languages recognized by 'special automata' in the sense of Rabin [9]. We shall first 
show that the class is equal to that of omega-tree languages denotable by 'rational 
tree expressions' (an extended notion of the rational expressions for languages), 
and then prove that the class can be characterized by means of greatest fixed-points 
of certain (nonlinear) functions on omega-tree languages. In addition, a topological 
consideration of omega-tree languages will yield a similar characterization f its 
subclass consisting of closed sets of omega-trees. 
Section 1 is devoted to preliminaries on the greatest fixed-points of monotone 
functions. In Section 2 we shall discuss properties of omega languages from a 
viewpoint of greatest fixed-points of right-linear functions. In Section 3, we shall 
first define rational omega-tree languages by extending the notion of rational 
expressions for languages, and prove a normal-form theorem for rational omega-tree 
languages. In case of omega-trees, the normal form is quite simple; the '*-height' 
and the '~o-height' of rational omega-tree languages are shown to be at most one. 
We shall also prove that rational omega-tree languages are precisely the omega-tree 
languages recognized by 'special automata'. In Section 4, we shall characterize the 
class of rational omega-tree languages and its subclass consisting of closed sets, in 
terms of greatest fixed-points of certain monotone functions on omega-tree 
languages. 
1. The greatest fixed-points 
In this section we prepare useful facts about greatest fixed-points (gfp, for short) 
of monotone functions from a complete lattice into itself. 
Theorem 1.1 (Tarsld [13], Hitchcock et al. [3]). Suppose S is a complete lattice, and 
f :  S --> S is a monotone function, Then f has the gfp, which is equal to sup{x in S ] x << - 
f(x)}. Moreover, when we define f {'~) =f(inf{f<~)[/3 < a}) for each ordinal number oL 
(in particular, f<o) = f ( in f  O) =f(sup S)), then the gfp o f f  is equal to f ~) for some a. 
We will write vx.f(x) for the gfp o f f :  S~ S. In the sequel, we shall apply this 
theorem to the case where S is the direct product of the powerset ~(T)  of a 
topological space T under the ordering of componentwise inclusion. We shall write 
C£(T) for the class of closed subsets of the topological space T. For any S, Pi : S" --> S 
stands for the projection to take the ith component where 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Corollary 1.2. Suppose T is a topological space. I f  f : ~(  T) ~ --> ~(  T)" is monotone and 
preserves closed sets (i.e., f(C~(T)") _ Cg(T)"), then each component of the gfp o f f  is 
a closed set. 
Proof. We prove by transfinite induction that f(~)~ ~(T)" for each ordinal a. By 
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definition, for any a we have 
f( '~)=f(inf{f(~)l/3 <a})=f (  A Pl(f(~)),.  .. , A P,(f(~))). 
t3<a 13<~ 
Then, by the inductive hypothesis, each pi( f ( ' ) )  is a closed set, and so we get 
f(~')~f(C~(T)")c_ ~(T)". [] 
The next theorem gives a transformation which preserves gfp's of monotone 
functions. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose S is a complete lattice, f :  S" --> S n is a monotone function, and 
f=( f , ,A , . . .  ,fn). (That is, f (x )=( f l (x ) , . . .  ,fn(X)) for each x in sn.) Take a set 
I c{ i  in {1,...,n}l-tk1>l, VxeS ~, p~(ff(x))>-p~(x)}, and define g= 
(g , , . . . ,g , , ) :S"  ~S"  by 
= ~ sup S for i in L 
gi(x) I.fi(x) fo r i in{1 , . . . ,n} - I .  
Then ~,x.f(x)= vx.g(x). 
Proof. Let u = (u~, . . . ,  u,) = ~,x.f(x) and v = (v~, . . . ,  v,) = vx.g(x). Then, by 
Theorem 1.1, we know u ~< v since u =f (u )  <~ g(u). 
To see the opposite direction, take i ~ I and k i> 1 such that p~(fk(x)) >I p~(x) for 
all x in S". (If I = O, the theorem trivially holds.) Then, for any ordinal a, 
p,(f(..)) >t p,(f(~+l)) >~.. .  t> p,(f(~+k)) = p,(fk(f(~))  ) >1 pi(f(~)). 
(Note that a ~</3 implies f(~) =f(inqf(')l ~ < a}) ~>f(inf{f(') 13,</3}) =f(a).) It 
means p~(f(~))=p~(f(~+")) for any ordinal a and any n < to. Now we can prove by 
transfinite induction that pi(f(a)) = sup S for any ordinal a. For successive ordinals 
the induction step is clear. For a limit ordinal a, 
p,(f('~)) = p i ( f  <'+k-')) = p,(fk(inf{f(t3)l/3 < a})) 
>i p,(inf{f(~)[fl < a}), 
which is equal to sup S by the inductive hypothesis when a > 0; it is also true when 
a = 0, since inf0 (in S") = sup S" = (sup S , . . . ,  sup S). 
Now we get ui = sup S for i in I by Theorem 1.1. It implies that if i ~ I, then 
vi=f~(v) since ui<~v~ and ui=f~(u)<~f~(v). On the other hand, if i~I ,  then, by 
definition, v~ = g~(v)=f~(v). Thus, v is a fixed-point of f, and therefore we have 
u>~v. [] 
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2. Equations on omega languages 
In this section we consider the greatest solutions of equation systems on omega 
languages of the ibrm 
n 
X~=[.J L0X ~ ( i= l , . . . ,n ) ,  
j= l  
where L o are given languages. First we recall some definitions and notations on 
omega languages. 
For an alphabet (that is, a finite set of symbols) A, A* stands for the set of finite 
words over A including the empty word e, A ~' the set of omega words aoa la2 . . .  
over A (ao, al,  a2, . . ,  in A), and A ~= A*u A% The concatenation operation of 
finite words is naturally extended to the words in A ~ as 
vw=I  v i f  v~A'° ,  w~A~,  
laoa l . . ,  an- lbobl  • • • if v = aoa~..  • a,,_~ ~ A* ,  w = bob1 • •. c A '°, 
where the ai's and bi's are symbols in A. The prefix relation ~< in A ~ is defined by 
v <~ w iff vv' = w for some v' in A ~. 
Subsets of A* (A ~, A °°, respectively) are called languages (omega languages, 
infinitary languages) over A. For infinitary languages L, L', we define concatenation, 
• -concatenation, and to-concatenation as follows. 
LL '= {ww' I we  L, w' ~ L'}, 
o~ 
L* = [._J L" where L ° = {e}, L "+1 = L"L  (n >! 0), 
n~0 
L = {WoWlW2...  w0, L}, 
where woWlW2. . .  = sup{woW1 • • • w, ln >! 0}. 
We denote by ~(A  °°) the class of infinitary languages obtained from subsets of 
A by a finite number of applications of union, concatenation, *-concatenation, and 
to-concatenation. Denote also ~(A  '°) = ~(A ~) n ~(A  ~) and ~(A*) = ~(A  ~) c~ 
~(A*) (where ~(A '°) stands for the powerset of A*', and likewise for ~(A*)). It 
can be easily seen by induction on the construction of sets in ~ (A ~°) that 
~(A~°) = { ~,=1L'K'~IL"K'~(A*) ' I<~i<~n}" 
~(A'°) = { Gi=l LiK '~IL i ,  K ,e~(A*) ,e~K~,  l<~i<~n}.  
~(A*) is equal to the class of regular (or rational) languages over A (obtained from 
finite subsets of A by a finite number of applications of union, concatenation, and 
*-concatenation). 
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Park [7] showed that ~(A  °°) is equal to the class of components of the 'max-rain' 
solutions of the equation systems of the form 
n 
X,=[._J LoXj u L , ( i= l , . . . ,n ) ,  
j= l  
where Lo, L~ ~ A u {e}. The definition of the 'max-min' solution is rather involved 
(depending on the order of the equations), and we shall not go into detail• Instead, 
we remark that his result and artzument leading to it yields the following theorem• 
Theorem (Park [7]). ~ (A ~) is equal to the class of components ofthe gfp' s of functions 
f=  ( f~, . . .  , f , )  : ~(A~)" --> ~(A~)" 
such that f i (X l ,  . . X,,) - [..Jj=l LijXj to Li with Lo, Li ~ ~(A*)  ( i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  n). 
We now give a proof of a version of the theorem, which we shall extend later to 
the ease of omega-tree languages• 
Theorem 2.1. Let 
f / (X l ,  X2 , . . .  , Xn)= ~_J L~jX~" ~(A'°)  " ~ ~(A ' ) ,  
j=l  
where L U c_ A °° ( i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  n) and f= ( f~, . . .  ,fn): ~(A~')" -~ ~(A~') n. Then f has 
the gfp ~,X.f( X )  = (Ll, L2 , . . . ,  L,) where 
L,=L_J{L~LjkLk,...Ij, k , I , . . .e{1 , . . . ,n l}A  ~" ( i= l , . . . ,n ) .  
(We define KoK1K2. . .= {woWlW2. . .[ wj~ Kj (j ~> 0)} for any Ko, Kl ,  
K2 , . . . ( c_A~) . )  
Proof. Clearly, f~(L l , . . . ,  L,) = [_Jj"=~ L~jLj = Li (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). Next, suppose Xi = 
f~(X1, . . . ,  X , )~ A ~ ( i=  1 , . . . ,  n). To prove X~___ L,, take an arbitrary element w 
of Xi. Then there exist j in {1 , . . . ,  n}, Vo in L~j, and Wo in Xj such that w = VoWo. 
Repeating the same argument, we can write 
W~--- DoW O= D0D IW 1 :  V01) ID2w 2="  • " , 
where Vo in Lo, vl in Ljk, v2 in L~, . . . ,  and Wo in Xj, wl in Xk, W2 in X , . . .  for 
some j, k, l , . . .  in {1, . . . ,  n}. Now, if VoVlV2... is in A °', then w= VoVlV2...~ 
LoLjkL~... and w e Li; otherwise we have VoVlV2... = VoV~ . . .  vp for some p I> 0, and 
w = VoV~... VpWp e (L~jLjkLkt...)A °" ~ L ,  Thus we have X~ c_ L~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). [] 
The sets L~ in the previous theorem can be expressed as 
n 
L, = I,..J K~jK ~ A '°, 
j= l  
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where K o (i, j  = 1, . . . ,  n) are inductively defined as 
Ko(O ) = Lo, 
K0(k) = Ko(k -  1)u K,k (k -  1)(Kkk(k-- 1))* Kk j (k -  1) 
Ko = Ko(n). 
This observation yields the following result. 
(k= 1 , . . . ,n ) ,  
Corollary 2.2. In Theorem 2.1, if L o belongs to ~ ( A ~) ( i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n), then Li belongs 
to ~(A  '°) ( i= 1 , . . . ,  n). 
Theorem 2.3. The following conditions for an omega language L are equivalent. 
(i) L belongs to ~(A~'). 
(ii) There exist n >I 1 and L o in ~(A*) (/,j = 1, . . . ,  n) such that 
L = U { LuLjkLkt . . . I J, k, l, . . . in {1,. . . ,  n}}. 
(iii) There exist n >t 1 and L 0 in ~(A*) (i, j  = 1,..., n) such that L is a component 
of ~:(X~,... ,  X,).(U~'=, LoX j , . . . ,  UT=a L,.~). 
Proof. ( i )~( i i ) :  If L=Uj"=2 LjK'}' (Lj, Kj in ~(A*), 2~<j<~ n), define L 0 ( i , j= 
1, . . . ,  n) as follows; 
! j  i f i=l '2<~j<~n" 
Lo= if i=j ,  2<~j<-n, 
otherwise. 
(ii)=>(iii) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 since L_c A ~ implies L= LA% 
(iii)=>(i) is proved in Corollary 2.2. [] 
As is well known, the set A ~ can be considered as a topological space, by defining 
a metric function d on A ~' by 
d( aoa,a2 . . . , bob, b2 . . . ) = { O_,, 
where the ai's and b~'s are symbols in A. Then the closure L a of L_c A ~ is given by 
ifai=bi (i=0, 1, . . . )  
i fa i=  bi ( i=0,  1 , . . . ,  n - l ) ,  a, # b,, 
L ~ = {w in A" I I ss(w) ~ Less(L)}, 
where Less(w)= {v in A* I v<--w} and Less(L)= U.,~L Less(w). 
In automaton-theoretic aspects of omega languages, it is known (e.g., [11,t2]) 
that closed sets in ~ (A '°) are omega languages L(M)  recognized by nondeterministic 
finite automata M in the sense 
L(M)  = {aoala2...  in A °' Ithere exists a sequence sl, s2, s3,. . ,  of 
a i states uch that st - - - *  s~+~ in M ( i~ 0)}, 
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where So is the initial state of M. Let {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} be the set of states in M, of which 
1 is the initial state, and let 
a 
Lu={a in A]i---~j in M} ( i , j= l , . . . ,n ) .  
Then it is clear that 
L(M)  =l,..J {LuLjkLk,. . .I J, k, l, . . . in {1, . . . ,  n}}. 
This proves ( i )~( i i )  of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. The following conditions for  an omega language L are equivalent. 
(i) L belongs to ~t (A ' )  and L is closed. 
(ii) There exist n >I 1 and finite sets Lij c A* ( i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  n) such that 
L=(_J  {LoLjkLk~. . .I J, k, l, . . . in {1,. . . ,  n}}. 
(iii) There exist n>~ 1 and finite sets Lo~A*  ( i , j=  1 , . . . ,  n) such that L is a 
,X  n " ' ' 9  11 component of  v (X1 , . . .  ,).((_J j=l Li-~, (_Jj=l Ln-~). 
In (ii) and (iii), the condition L~j c_ A* may be replaced by L~j c A. 
Proof. ( i i )~(i i i )  is shown in exactly the same way as the corresponding part of 
Theorem 2.3. 
( i i i )~(i) :  Note that, for any v in A*, if X is a closed subset of A ~', then so is 
vX since ( vX)  ~ = vX"  = vX. It means that if Lij c_ A* ( i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n) are finite, then 
the function f= ( f l , f2 , . . .  ,f,,) with f i (X1, . . . ,  Xn)= I,_Jj*-__l L~.~ preserves closed 
sets. Hence, by Corollary 1.2, we see that L is a closed set. [] 
3. Rational omega-tree languages 
In this section we define rational omega-tree languages by extending the idea of 
rational (or regular) expressions for languages to omega-tree languages, and develop 
their fundamental properties. In the next section we study their fixed-point theoretic 
properties. 
For an alphabet A, a mapping t: {/, ~}* ~ A is called an omega-tree over A (where 
/ and ~ are distinct symbols), and we denote their totality by T~. 
Let B be another alphabet and ~B stand for the set of all (finite or infinite) 
trees obtained from omega-trees over A by replacing a number of subtrees by 
symbols in B. More precisely, we define ~a as the set of mappings t :D  ~ A w B 
such that for some E ~ {l, ~}* 
o= {e, E{e, ,}{e, }*, 
t (u )eA  if  ueD-E ,  
t (u )~B i fu~Dc~E.  
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We shall write Dom(t) and Fr(t) for the sets D and Dc~E, respectively. When 
Dom(t) is finite, we call t a finite tree and write T*A,B for their totality. Any subset 
of TA" (~B,  TA, a * respectively) is called an omega-tree language (infinitary-tree 
language, finite-tree language). 
Conventionallyl finite trees are expressed as terms. We extend the notation to 
infinitary trees as follows. For any t in T~A,s with Dom(t)~s {e}, we write a(te, t,) 
where a = t(e), and te and t, are infinitary trees in ~i~B such that Dom(6)= 
{uliu ~ Dom(t)} and ti(u) = t(iu) for each u in Dom(6) (i = •, ~). If Dora(t) = {e}, 
that is, if t : {e}--> Au  B, then t(e) = b for some b in B. In this case we simply write 
b for the tree t. 
Now we define three operations on infinitary-tree languages. Let n~>0, 
To, T1 , . . . ,  T,___ T~A.a, and bl, b2 , . . . ,  b, be distinct symbols in B. Let B '= 
{b~,. . . ,  b,} (___ B). Then the (OI-) substitution isdef ined by 
To[ T,/ b, , . . . , T , /  b,, ] 
= {t ' in   sl3t in To, Vu in t -~(B') ,  ::It. in T,(,,) such that 
Dom(t') = Dom(t) u U {u.Dom(t,)lu in t-l(B')}}, 
=~t(u') if u ' inDom(t ) - t - l (B ' ) ,  
t'(u') [tu(u") i fu '=uu"  for some u in t - l (B ') and u" in Dom(t,,)}. 
The *-substitution is defined by 
oo 
To[ 7"1/b,,..., 7",/b,,]* = U To[ T~/b~,. . . ,  T ' /b , ]  k, 
k=O 
where T$= T, u {b,} ( i=  1 , . . . ,  n), and To[ .. .  ]o= To, To[... ]k+,= To[.. .  ]k[ . . .  ] 
(k i> 0). The to-substitution, is defined by 
To[ T , I  b , ,  . . . , T , I  b,F 
= {t in ~l~sI t = lim tk for some to, t~, rE,.., such that to in To, 
k.-*oo 
tk+, in tk [T l /b , , . . . ,  T, /b,]  (k~>0)}. 
Here t = liml,_.~ tk means Dom(t )= U{Dom(tk)Ik>~0) and 
Vu in Dora(t), 3k>~O, t(u) = tk(U)= tk+l(U) =" "" 
Note that if T I , . . . ,  T, G T~A,S--B (that is, if T~, . . . ,  T, contain no trees of the 
form t :{e}--> B), then the trees in To[Tl/b~,. . . ,  T, /b,]  °" do not contain b~, . . . ,  b, 
and a systematic change of the symbols b t , . . . ,  b, does not effect he set itself. Also 
note T[ ] = T[ ]*= T[ ]o, = T for any T___ ~s .  
We define ~ (~s)  as the class of subsets of T~A.B which are obtained from subsets 
of TA.a,={a(b, b')ia in A, b, b' in B'} for an alphabet B', by a finite number of 
applications of union, substitution, *-substitution, and to-substitution (on ~(: l~s,)) .  
We call the four above-mentioned operations the rational tree operations. Thus, in 
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short we may say ~(A~,a) is the class of sets (~ T~A,B) denotable by rational tree 
expressions which consists of subsets of TA, B' and rational tree operations. Finally, 
we define 
~(T~)  = ~(T~.0), 
~(T~B)  = ~(T~s)  c~ ~(T~s) ,  
and call the members of ~(T~)  rational omega-tree languages. ~(T* .s)  may be 
defined as the class of sets (~ T*8) denotable by rational tree expressions containing 
no to-substitution. 
Our next theorem guarantees that in rational tree expressions one may need the 
to-substitution at most once. 
Theorem 3.1 
~t( ~a)= { To[ T1/ Cl, . . . , T, /  c,]°" l To, T , , . . . ,  T, in 
~(T*gu{c l , . . . , c .} ) ,  c , , . . . , c .~  C, n~>O}, 
where C is a denumerable set of symbols not in B. 
Proof. The inclusion ~_ is clear since from the condition for 7"1,..., T, we have 
To[ T~/c l , . . . ,  T, /c ,  ],o ___ ~i~s. To prove the converse, it suffices to show that the class 
={ To[ T~/c~,.. . ,  T,/c,]°'l To, T~, . . . ,  T, in ~(T*.B,) for some alphabet 
B'c_BuC,  c~, . . . , c ,~C,  n~>0} 
is closed under rational tree operations. (Once the closure is established, we know 
~(~B)  _c ~ c~ ~(~l~B), and it proves the theorem.) We will check the closure of 
under four rational tree operations. In doing this it should be noticed that the 
choice of symbols c~,. . . ,  c, in the expression To[T~/c~,... ,  T,/c,] °" for sets in 
is immaterial. 
(i) Take two sets 
tO ! t' ? ? to  T= To[ 7"1/¢,,..., T. /c . ] ,  r '=  T~,[ T,/c~, . . . ,  r~/cm] 
t I in ~. Here we assume c~, . . . ,  c,, c~, . . . ,  Cm are distinct, and also that c~, . . . ,  c, 
(c~,. . . ,  c'~, respectively) do not appear in T~, . . . ,  T'~ (in Tx, . . . ,  T,, respectively). 
Then we can verify 
Tu T'= (Tou T~)[T~/c,,..., T,/c,, r~/c~,..., T'm/c'~] ~. 
(ii) Take m + 1 sets 
Ti= Tio[r i , /c i l , . . . ,  Ti,/ci,] °" ( i=O, . . . ,  m) 
in ~. (Here, to simplify the notation, we assume that the arities of the to-substitutions 
involved are the same. This assumption does not affect generality since one can 
always add dummy items in the square brackets.) Take symbols c~, . . . ,  c, in C. 
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Again assuming that c1 , . . . ,  Cn, C01,.. . ,  Cmm are distinct and that c i~,. . . ,  cin appear 
exclusively in T~o, T~, . . . ,  Tin, we have 
To[ T1/ c,, . . . , Tm/ cm] 
= T~o[ T'o, /Co, , . . . ,  T~n/Con,T1 , /c~, . . . ,  T , . / c1 . , . . . ,  
Tmd cm, ,  . . . , Tmn/  Cm, ]  '°, 
where T~s= To j [T ,o /C , , . . . ,  Tmo/Cm] ( j=0 ,  1 , . . . ,  n). 
(iii) Under the same assumption as above, 
To[ T, /  c,, . . . , T,n/ Cm]* 
l? l /  I t  I t  T" Ic  = Too[ 01/ 01, ' ' ' ,  Ton~Co,,, Tn /c l l , . . . ,  T ln /c ln , . . . ,  
H t? to  
Tml /  Cml ,  . . . , Tmn/  Cm,]  , 
where T~= To[T lo /C l , . . .  , Tmo/Cm]* ( i=O, . . . ,  m, j=O, . . . ,  n). 
(iv) Again under the same assumption, 
To[ T, /  c,, . . . , Tin~ Cm] "° 
= Too[T,o/Cl , . . . ,  Tmo/Cm, To , /Co , , . . . ,  Ton~Con,..., 
Corollary 3.2 
Tm, /  Cm, ,  . . . , Tmn/  c ,nn]% [ ]  
{To[Tdl, T./nV]To.T, Tnin ( * = - - . ,  - - - ,  TA, D.n]),  n >1 1}, 
where [1, n] = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 we have 
~(T~,) = ~(T~A.O) 
={To[Tt /1 , . . . ,  T , /n ]~ lTo ,  T~, . . . ,  T. in ~(~t ' ,n ] ) ,  n>~O} 
={To[T1~1, T . /n] ' ° lTo ,  7"1, 7". in ~(  * • . - ,  . . . ,  TA,[I,.I), hi> 1} 
since ~(T~.o) = 0. [] 
Rabin [9], in studying definability of monadic second-order theories, introduced 
a system called the 'special automaton' and clarified its relation to weak monadic 
second-order theory. A special automaton ~ over an alphabet A consists of a finite 
set S of states, a set M of transitions such that M _ S x A x S 2, an initial state So 
in S, and a subset F of S. The special automaton ~R is said to recognize the omega-tree 
language 
T(210 = {t in T~lthere exists an ~- run  t' (in T~) of t such that each path 
of t' contains states in F infinitely often}. 
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Here t' (in T~) is an X-run of t (in T~,) iff ( t ' (u ) ,  t (u ) ,  t ' (uO,  t ' (u , ) )  is in M for 
each u in {~e, ,}. and t ' (e )  = So. A path of t' is an omega word t ' (Uo) t ' (u j ) t ' (u2) . . .  
over S such that Uo=e,  Uk+l~Uk{ l , *}  (k~>0). Let S={1, . . . ,n} ,  F={1, . . . , k} ,  
and, for each i in S, define 
Ui = {a(s ,  s')[ (i, a, s, s') in M}, 
T, = U,[ U, I1 , .  . ., U, In]*[Ol(k  + 1), 0/ (k+2) , . . . ,  OIn]. 
Then we get 
T(~IR) = T~[ T , /1 ,  . . . , rk /  k ] '°, 
where i is the initial state of ~ .  (The inclusion D_ is clear from the definition. The 
other direction is, strictly speaking, by KSnig's Lemma.) Thus we know that T (~)  
belongs to ~ (T~). We can prove the converse. For this end, we recall the notion 
of tree automaton [14] (for finite trees). A tree automaton ~ = (S, M, so) for trees 
in T~.B consists of a finite set S of states, a set M of transitions such that 
M ___ (S x A x S 2) • (Sx  B), and an initial state So in S. For a finite tree t in T~B 
we say t' (in T*.s)  is an ~R-run of t iff 
Dom(t') = Born(t), t ' (e )  = So, 
Vu ~ Dom(t ) -F r ( t ) ,  (t'(u), t(u), t ' (u~,  t ' (m) )~ M,  
Vu ~ Fr(t), ( t ' (u ) ,  t (u ) )  ~ M.  
Then we write 
T (~)  ={t in T~.althere xists an ~R-run of t} 
and call the set recognizable. 
It should be noticed that the class Rec(T~.B) of recognizable sets (c_ T'a)  is 
closely related to ~ (T~B). First of all, Rec(T~B) is closed under union, substitution, 
and *-substitution (see [4]), and contains all finite subsets of T*B. So it includes 
~(T~,,~), but not conversely since if T e ~(T~B), then T~_ T~-B .  Indeed, we 
can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 
~(T* ,a)  = { T in Rec(T~i,B)[T ~ 7~s-  B} 
= {ToET,  I c , , . . . ,  T ,  I c , , ] * [O Ic , , . . .  ,O Ic , ] l  
To, T1 , .  . . , T,, c TA, Bu{c l , .  . . , c ,},  c l ,  . . . , c, E C, n~>l}, 
where  C is a denumerab le  set o f  symbo ls  not  in B. 
Proof. Take a tree automaton ~ = ({c l , . . . ,  c,}, M, c~) such that T (~)  g T~,~- B 
and c~, . . . ,  c, E C. Then we have 
T(~IR) = 7"![ T, I c , ,  . . . , T , /  c,,]*[O/ c , ,  . . . , O/ c,] ,  
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where, for each i = 1 , . . . ,  n, 
T,. = {a(ze, z,)13(c,, a, se, s,) ~ M, Vj ~ {l, t} (ss = zj or (sj, zs) ~ M)}. 
It proves the theorem, since ~(T*B) clearly includes the last class of the 
theorem. [] 
Theorem 3.4 
(T~) = { T(~{I~) IX is a special automaton}. 
Proof. Take a set T in ~(T,Tt) and write T= To[T I l l , . . . ,  Tnln] °" as in Corollary 
3.2. Then each T~ is recognizable, and from the tree automata ~ such that T(~,)  = T~ 
(i =0, 1 , . . . ,  n) one can construct a special automaton ~ such that T(~2)= T (see 
[4, 6]). The inclusion D_ has been proved before. [] 
Moriya [4] and Nivat et al. [6] proved characterizations of the class of sets 
recognized by special automata by using recognizable sets (of finite trees). 
From Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, we know that any rational omega-tree 
language is of the form To[ 7"1/1,..., T,,/n]" where each Ti is obtained from subsets 
of TA.U.m] for some m >I n by using *-substitution and substitution once. Therefore, 
we may say that the '*-height' and the 'o-height' of rational omega-tree languages 
are at most one. Note also that the union does not take place in the expression. 
This fact reflects the essential difference between the concatenation for languages 
and the substitution for tree languages. 
4. Equations on omega-tree languages 
In this section we characterize the class ~ (T~,) and the class of closed rational 
omega-tree languages by using the greatest fixed-points of certain functions. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f=( f l , . . . , fn ) : f f~(T~)n~@(T~t)  n, where f~(X, , . . . ,Xn)= 
T~[X I /1 , . . . ,Xn /n]  with T~_T~A.tl.~]-[1, n] ( i= l , . . . ,n ) .  Then f has the gfp 
~,X.f(X) = (T~, . . . ,  T ' )  where T', = T i [T I /1 , . . . ,  Tn/n] ~ (i = 1 , . . . ,  n). 
Proof. Clearly, f (T l , . . . ,  T ' )=(T~, . . . ,  T') .  Suppose f~(X, , . . . ,  X,,)=Xi___ T~ 
(i = 1, . . . ,  n). Then, for any i and any t in Xi, there exists a to in T~ such that 
t to[ X ,  l l ,  . . . , x ,  I n ] 
: tdT , [X , /1 , . . . ,  X, , In ] l l , . . . ,  T , , [X ,  l l , . . . ,  X ,  ln ] ln ]  
= to[:r,/1,..., T.In][X, I1,..., X.ln]. 
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Thus there exists t~ in to[Ti/1,..., T,/n] such that t belongs to t~[X~/1,..., X,/n]. 
Similarly, we can find infinitary trees t2, t3,.., such that tk+~ e tk[T1/1,..., T,/n] 
and t~tk[X~/1, . . . ,X , /n ]  (k>-O). Then, from the assumption for T~,.. . ,  T,, 
limk-.~ tk exists and t =limk_.o~ tk~ T/[T~/1,..., T,/n] ~'= T'~. Therefore, we have 
(X1 , . . . ,X , , )~(T~, . . . ,  T~). [] 
For arbitrary T~ ~ ~t~,- l  (i = 1, . . . ,  n), the gfp of the function f in Theorem 4.1 
is in some cases (T~[T~/1,.. . ,  T~/n] , . . . ,  T'[T~,/1,. . . ,  T~/n]), but not always. 
For example, when T1={2} and T2--{1}, vX.f(X)=(T~, T~), while (T~, T~)= 
(0, ¢). 
Theorem 4.2. ~(T~) equals the class of components of the gfp's of functions f= 
( f l , . - .  ,f ,)" ~(T~) n--> [9( T~)" such that n >~ 1, f / (X l , . . . ,  X,) = 
T,[X1/1, Xn/n] and Ti~ ~( * - . . ,  TA,Ci.,3) ( i= 1 , . . . ,  n). 
Proof. In the previous theorem, if T~(T~[ I , ,  J) ( i= l , . . . ,n ) ,  then T~= 
Ti[TI/1,. . . ,  T , /n]O'~(T~) .  This proves that ~(T~) includes the class. Con- 
versely, if T belongs to ~(T~), then T=To[TJ1 , . . . ,T , , /n]  '° for some 
To, T1, . . . ,  T~(T~[1 , ,  q) by Corollary 3.2. Then it is clear from the previous 
theorem that (T, T~,.. . ,  T')  with T'~-- T~[T1/1,..., T,/n] °' ( i= 1 , . . . ,  n) is the gfp 
of f =(fo,f l ,  • • •, fn ) '~(T~)n+l"~ ~(  T°r~n+l~t A] , where f (Xo,  . . . ,  X~)= 
T,[X,/1,...,X,/n] ( i=0,1 , . . . ,n ) .  [] 
The set T~ of omega-trees can also be taken as a topological space by defining 
a metric function d on T~ by 
t,) = ~0 if t= t', d(t, 
2 -k otherwise, 
where k is the minimum length lul of the word u in {t, ~}* such that t(u) ~ t'(u). 
Then open sets of the topological space T~ are precisely the omega-tree languages 
of the form T[ T~,/1 ] where T c * T a TA,tl). The closure of an omega-tree language 
T is given by 
T a ={t' in T~[Vk>~O, ::It in T, t k t'}, 
where t =k t' means t(u) = t'(u) for every u in {[, ~}* such that lul In automaton- 
theoretic aspects, the class of rational omega-tree languages which are closed sets 
is known to be equal tO 
{ T(~R)[~2 is a semi-automaton}, 
where a semi-automaton ~IR = (S, M, So) consists of the first three components of a 
special automaton, and T(~.) for a semi-automaton ~2stands for the set of omega- 
trees for which ~2-runs exist [4]. (The ~IR-run for a semi-automaton ~ is defined 
exactly as in the ease of a special automaton.) In other words, the set T (~)  for a 
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semi-automaton ~2=(S, M, So) with S={1, . . . ,  n} and 
expression 
T(~2) = UI[ U, /1,  . . . , U,,/ n] ' ,  
where for each i in S 
Ui={a(s',s")l(i,a,s',s") in M}. 
Thus we have proved ( i)~(i i )  of the following theorem. 
So = 1 is given by the 
Theorem 4.3. The following conditions for an omega-tree language T over A are 
equivalent. 
(i) T is rational and closed. 
TA,[1,.I . .  , (ii) There exist n>11 and finite sets T~c_ * ( i=1 ,  . n) such that T= 
T~[ T~/1, . . . , T Jn ]  '°. 
TA, [ I ,n ]  - .  , (iii) There exist n >i 1 and finite sets T~ c_ * (i = 1, . n) such that T is a 
component of  the gfp o f  the function f (X~, . . . ,X , )=(T~[X J1 , . . . ,X Jn ] ,  
. . . ,  T , [X~/1 , . . . ,X , /n ] ) :~(T~)  ~ ~ ~(TTt) ~. 
• Tic__ In (ii) and (iii) we may replace the condition T ic  TA.tl,,] by TA, t~,,]. 
Proof. (ii) ~ (iii): From the definition of to-substitution, 
T= T , [T , /1 , . . . ,  T , /n ]  "~ c~ T~ 
= T~[T~/1 , . . . ,  T ' /n ]  ~" n T~ whereT~=T~[T1/1 , . . . ,T , /n ] ' ( i= l , . . . ,n )  
T#[  T r l l  . , • . . , --lt--1/1,.. T~/n]  ~' where TT= T~-[1, n] ( i= l ,  n). 
" * [1, n], and so we know from Theorem 4.1 Here, Ti is a finite subset of TA.O,,]-- 
that T is a component of v(X~, . . . ,  Xn).( T '~'[X1/1, . . . ,  Xn /n] , . . . ,  
T".[ X~/1,  . . . , X . /  n ]). 
(iii) ~( i ) :  Let g = (g~,. . . ,  g~) bethe function defined by g~ = U i [X~/1 , . . . ,  X . /n ]  
( i= 1, . . . ,  n), where 
f 
T~ if there exist an m ~> 1 and io, . . . ,  i, e [1, n] such that 
U~ io=i , , ,= iand i j cT~j_ ,  ( j= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m), 
(T~ otherwise. 
Then the gfp of g is equal to that of f by Theorem 1.3. 
Now we claim that the U~ (i = 1, . . . ,  n) have the property that if to ~ U~ and 
tk+~  tk[ U1/1 , . . .  ~ U Jn ]  (k = 0, 1,...  ), then limk_~oo tk exists in T~. Because, other- 
wise, there would exist a k >i 0 and a u in {¢', ~}* such that 
tk(U), tk+1(U), tk+2(U),.., e [I, n]. 
Take I~ > k and m ~> 1 such that h(u) = h+m(u), and let ij = h+j(u) (j =0, 1,..., m). 
Then, from the definition of the sequence to, h,..-, we know that /j e U~_ I (j = 
1,..., m). But then U~j_~ = T~j_, (j = I,..., m) since U~j_, ~ T~, and, by the definition 
of the U:s, we have U~ = ~i~A, which is a contradiction. 
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Once we know this property, we can apply the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 to the function g and get vX.g(X)=(U~, . . . ,  U')  where UI = 
U~[U~/1,.. . ,  U, /n]  °" ( i= 1, . . . ,  n). Here, each U'~ belongs to ~(TTt) since, as in 
the proof of the preceding part, we can express U~ = U,'-'[ U "/~/~, ~ . . . ,  U~/h i"  with 
U]'= U~[U1/1,..., U, /n ] " - [1 ,  n ]~(~t~. ,~) ( i=1, . . . ,  n). 
On the other hand, the function f is known to preserve closed sets (see, e.g., 
[!5]); therefore, by Corollary 1.2, we have vX. f (X)~ ~(T)".  This completes the 
proof. [] 
We can easily extend our argument from omega-tree languages to infinitary-tree 
languages, and prove similar statements on ~ (~I~B). (We assume B n {1, 2, . . .  } = 0.) 
Theorem 4.1'. Let f=( f l , . . . , f~) :~(T~A.s ) "~(~B)"  where f i (X , , . . . ,X~)= 
T~[X1/1,..., X,,/ n ] with T~ ~ ~B~t~.nl- [1, hi. Then vX. f  ( X ) = ( T~, . . . , T~ ) where 
T~= T~[T1/1,..., Tn/n] °' ( i= 1, . . . ,  n). 
Theorem 4.2'. ~(~a)  equals the class of components of the gfp's of the functions 
f=( f l , . . . , f , ) :~(~B)  n - ->~(~a)  ~ such that n~ > 1, f / (X l , . . . ,  X,,) = 
• . . ,  ~(TA.B~t,.,1) (i = 1, . . . ,  n). T~[X1/1, X,,/n], and T~ * 
Theorem 4.3'. The following conditions for an infinitary-tree language T (c_ T~A,B) are 
equivalent. 
(i) T belongs to ~(  ~l~s) and is closed (with respect o the natural topology on 
~a;  see, e.g., [1]). 
* ( i= l ,  . n) such that (ii) There exist an n >~ 1 and finite sets T~ c_ TA, B~EI,,~ .. , 
T= T , [T , /1 , . . . ,  T,,/n] '°. 
* ( i= l ,  . n) such that T (iii) There exist an n >t 1 and finite sets T~ ~ TA, Bu[1,n] . .  , 
is a component of the gfp of the function f ( Xl  , . . . , X,, ) = 
( r,[ X , /1 , . . . ,  Xn /n] , . . . ,  Tn[ X , /1 , . . . ,  X , /n  ] ) :~(  T~A.8)" ~ ~(~B)  n. 
In (ii) and (iii) we may replace the condition T~ c__ TA.Bu[1,n1 by T~ c TA.B~,[1.,]. 
The proofs are quite similar to the case of omega-tree languages, and are omitted. 
(The fact that the condition (iii) of Theorem 4.3' implies that T is closed has been 
proved in [1, 5, 15].) 
Various aspects of the fixed-points (including the gfp's) of the type of functions 
mentioned in Theorem 4.3'(iii) or the like (its restrictions or extensions) have been 
discussed in literature in relation to the semantics of recursive programs. (See e.g., 
[2, 5, 15], and their references.) 
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